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FUND YOUR LIFE OVERSEAS

Apply the “Two-Pizza”
Rule for Success
By Barbara Winter

T

raditional wisdom tells us that bigger is better, that there is
safety in numbers, that in 99% of cases Goliath will easily
slay David.

For this reason, many of us were raised with a lifetime of
encouragement to get a job and stick with it; find a low-level position
at some faceless corporation and keep your head down, knowing that
at least you’ll be protected from life’s harsher elements if you stay in
the shadow of the giant.
This attitude also paints our outlook towards entrepreneurship.

Chocolate: Rare, in
Demand, and Creating
Earning Opportunities
By the Staff of Incomes Abroad

S

earching for a solution to the
chocolate shortage in post-World
War II Europe, a pastry maker from
Italy named Pietro Ferrero created a sweet
paste made from hazelnuts, sugar, and
just enough of the rare cocoa to give it
a chocolate taste. He called his creation
“Giandujot,” but today you’ll recognize it
better as the phenomenally popular spread,
Nutella.
The story of Nutella’s success reveals
two important facts that still hold true
today: cocoa is a limited resource, and
the world’s demand for chocolate remains
insatiable.

Today, chocolate is a $98 billion a year
industry. And with growing demand in
large markets like China—where chocolate Todd and Kathleen Atkins cater to
sales have doubled in the past decade—this the growing craft-chocolate market
in Puerto Vallarta, Mexico.
will only increase.
Yet, despite the size of the industry,
chocolate production remains predominantly small scale. Worldwide, 90%
of cocoa is grown on small family farms. And the recent rise of artisan, or
“craft” chocolate, has created a booming new niche for chocolatiers who

Continued on page 2
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BRICKS-AND-MORTAR BUSINESS

Beachfront Homeowner Taps Into
Mexico’s Local Tourism
By Janet Blaser

W

Though it was beautiful, it didn’t have much in the way of
Continued on page 6
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hen Gail Blackburn visited the picturesque fishing village
of Barras de Piaxtla 18 years ago, it wasn’t with the
intention of starting a new business. She was there with
her best friend, Loretta, on an excursion through rural Mexico, which
happened to include a stop in the tiny pueblo about an hour north of
Mazatlán, on the Pacific coast.
At the time, Barras de Piaxtla’s beautiful stretch of palm-lined,
white-sand beach had only four houses. It’s an environmentally
protected area, safeguarded from development, and home to many
native birds, animals, and plants.
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Apply the “Two-Pizza”
Rule for Success

How many of us instinctively believe that a
business needs multiple employees, an office
space, and a HR branch? Before we’ve even
considered going out on our own we’ve
already subscribed to the mantra, “bigger is
better.”
But is it?
If you’re familiar with the writer
Malcolm Gladwell, you might have heard
of Dunbar’s number. This is the number of
people that we can conceivably maintain
a stable social relationship with, and it
happens to be 150. Once Dunbar’s number
is exceeded, the strength of our relationships
begins to disintegrate, and suddenly a happy
workspace with a tight group of employees
becomes a “faceless corporation” where
nobody knows anyone’s name, never mind
what they do.
According to Dunbar, bigger is not better.
And the more this magic number is observed,
the more it proves to be true. In fact, even
Amazon CEO Jeff Bezos, who employs more
than half a million people, is a proponent of
the theory. His way of keeping his company
“small” is to observe what he calls the “two
pizza rule”: if a company team can’t be fed
by two pizzas, it’s too large.
For Bezos, “keeping it small” is driven
purely by economic incentive, as it helps
increase productivity. But there are many
more advantages to keeping a business small.
And as a solo entrepreneur you’re in the
perfect position to reap benefits that even the
wealthiest man in the world, Jeff Bezos, can’t
enjoy.
You can work at your own pace. Being
in charge of your own schedule is one of the
great benefits of running your own enterprise.
Unlike a big business, which often makes
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As one freelance writer told me, “I am at
my best from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. every day, so
that’s when I focus on writing. Not only do
I get more done working at my peak energy
time, but I also have time afterwards for other
personal projects. I feel so balanced.”
Early risers and nocturnal folks love
scheduling their work to fit their perkiest
times. When your business is small, your
calendar starts looking a lot bigger.
You can change direction easily. One
of the biggest issues large companies face
is their inability to pivot when they face
adversity. There are so many heavy gears that
need to be rearranged for a large company to
make a change that by the time they do it…
it’s already too late.
A small business, on the other hand,
is like a laboratory: a place to explore, try
out new concepts, and change direction
when necessary. If something isn’t working,
shifting gears and moving on to another
project is easy and part of the evolution that
takes place in growing a business.
As almost every entrepreneur discovers,
the business you start out with isn’t the
business you end up with. That’s part of the
adventure that makes growing a business so
intriguing.
Small is mobile. When I met Paul a
dozen years ago he was a miserable employee
working in a dead-end job. When I caught
up with him recently, I discovered that he
currently spends three months of the year in
Montreal where he is expanding his fluency
in foreign languages and is designing a new
travel seminar. Then he heads to his home in
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endless demands on your time, a smaller
business can be more flexible.

Photo Editor Hugo Ghiara
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the colonial city of Mérida, Mexico where
he’s fixing up the casita in the backyard and
turning it into a rental property.
As Paul has happily discovered, small
can be mobile. You can pack up your laptop
and your experience and set up shop in a new
place. He says spending time in different
places also has a positive impact on his
imagination. “I see potential opportunities
all the time and that is good for my selfconfidence,” he explains.
Doing things on a small scale lowers
the risk. When you’re small, your costs are
low and so are your risks. Self-publishing
is one example of a low-cost endeavor that
allows you to experiment without risking
a heavy loss. As one successful fellow told
me, “I can write an e-book and launch it in
some crazy way and just see what happens.
Because my costs are nothing compared to
those of large organizations, there are no
boundaries in the way I approach something.”
Being small is about having options in
both business and life. When you’re not tied
to a large operation, restrained by the weight
of its parts, you can settle anywhere you like.
And living in a place that you love will have
a positive impact on both your business and
personal life.
Our editor-at-large Barbara Winter is the author
of Making a Living Without a Job, now in its 24th
year of publication, Seminar in
a Sentence and Jumpstart Your
Entrepreneurial Spirit. She
shares her ideas about selfemployment through seminars
and retreats throughout North
America and Europe. She has
traveled extensively and lived
in six states. She currently
makes her home in Valencia,
California.
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Get Paid to Guide Tourists on the Camino,
Spain’s Ancient Pilgrim Trail

S

ince the discovery of St. James remains
in 812 A.D., worshipers have hiked the
long and scenic Camino de Santiago
pilgrimage to the cathedral in Santiago de
Compostela in Spain’s northwest corner.
Before that, the same route was traveled by
pagans, who trekked across the landscape
in a born-again ritual. They would finish at
Fisterra (the end of the world in Galician),
burn their clothes, and watch the sun set over
the Atlantic Ocean.
Though the Camino de Santiago Trail
is traditionally walked for spiritual reasons,
Denis Houde says that today people have all
kinds of motives in mind. “Some people do
it for just plain tourism. For some people, it’s
a bucket-list thing. Some people want to lose
weight. Some see it as a challenge.” In 2017,
some 300,000 pilgrims finished the Camino;
its modern-day popularity perhaps being
boosted by its depiction in popular culture,
including the 2010 film, The Way, starring
Martin Sheen.

Denis moved from Montreal to Madrid,
Spain after falling in love with the ancient
pilgrimage, which has 14 main routes
that stretch across much of Europe and
even North Africa. Six years later, the
French-Canadian’s love for the Camino has
blossomed into Rayo Travel, a custom tour
business that helps visitors make the most of
this world-famous walking route.
“When you finish the Camino, you just
want to give back,” says Denis. “It is such a
moving experience for many people. You are
deeply touched, and you feel grateful. You
want to pass it on somehow.”
Another Canadian suggested the idea
for the business, a gentleman who had
walked the Camino and noticed the lack of
information for pilgrims. He hired Denis
to research and write a report about the
feasibility of developing an app to address the
problem. Ultimately, Denis’ conclusion was
“Nice idea. Technology and Camino don’t go
together. Save your money.” But his client
was persistent and in 2009 he sent Denis
on a 10-day pilgrimage that forced him to
rethink his conclusions. “On my second day
of walking, I realized ‘OK, I understand now.
It’s different. There is something else here.
This needs to be done.’ I was hooked.”
Denis noticed that many of the pilgrims

By Marsha Scarbrough

did not have hiking experience. “I saw
that there was a need for support. There
really wasn’t any guidebook out there that
mentioned where to eat, where to sleep and
very little on what to do or see along the
way. The 500-mile trail required so much
information that any printed guidebook
would end up being like carrying the entire
Encyclopedia Britannica in your backpack.”
The original idea of creating an app
proved not to be financially viable, “Our
company has evolved since. We started with
this app, but we quickly realized, maybe two
or three years in, that the unique feature that
brought people to us was not the technology
but that we would customize trips. Ever since
we changed our focus from an app to custom
trips, things have been steadily flowing
in, and we continue to be a leader in the
industry.”

There really wasn’t any
guidebook out there.
I saw that there was a
need for support.
Today the Rayo Travel website shows
sample tours and offers a free questionnaire
to begin the tour-customization process.
Denis designs and books tours to meet the
specific needs of each client. The original
app has evolved into an exclusive smart-book
for the traveler’s phone, tablet, or Kindle
that works in conjunction with GPS maps to
provide personalized information for each
journey. The tours are self-guided, but Denis
is always available by phone and text to
provide personal support along the way.
Sample packages offer everything from
seven days and six nights to 34 days and 33
nights, on five different routes, on foot or by
bicycle, with a choice of one, two, three or
four-star inns. Prices range from €695 ($803)
to €2,775 ($3,206).
While Denis works from Spain, Rayo
Travel is a Canadian company, with a
Canadian office and staff. “Our tours are
targeted at North Americans, so we find it
easier to have staff there, for the time zone

and to do presentations in different cities to
promote the Camino. When I moved here
in 2014, I couldn’t afford to give myself
an income, but I was eventually able to
subcontract myself as a customer service
representative on site.”
The company pays taxes in Canada, and
Denis himself is hired as an autonomo in
Spain (or self-employed person). For this he
pays a monthly tax fee of almost €300 ($350)
and also pays taxes on whatever he earns. The
financial health of the company is stable, but
bringing more people to the Camino remains
its primary mission.
Denis’ next step is to open an office in
Spain and work as a guide. This requires
getting a travel agent’s license and a permit,
which can have different requirements from
province to province. For Madrid, Denis is
required to leave a guarantee of €60,000, but
he has discovered that there are insurance
companies that will put that money up for
him, while he just pays a monthly fee.
To become a guide, Denis also needs
certification. For this he must pass an
examination on the history, culture, and
tourist attractions of Spain. Examinations are
only offered once every two years. So for
now he’s waiting for the next exam.
While his business grows, Denis has
taken a part-time job teaching English and
French in Madrid. He enjoys the variety of
his current work life. “I like that I can get my
social interaction through teaching my classes
and still do what I’m passionate about, which
is travel and the Camino,” he says.
Though things move a little slower
than he is used to in North America, Denis
loves the Spanish mentality. “People don’t
live to work, they work to live…and not
just on the weekend. Every day of the week
they are in the bars socializing with friends
and neighbors. They may not be the richest
people, but they are happy. They enjoy the
ride rather than focusing on the destination.
That’s the lesson of the Camino… They are
enjoying the journey.”
Find out more about how to create
your own tour with The Insider’s Guide To
Becoming A Well-Paid Travel Consultant.
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Coffee-Cams, Airbnb, and Tours: 3 Clever Ways to
Profit From a Coffee Farm in Panama
By Jen Phillips April

A

ndi Stutzman Bridge and her
firefighting husband Rick Griffin
hadn’t planned on moving overseas
full-time before retirement, but a consultation
with their doctor changed all that.
“In Oregon, firefighters also serve as
paramedics, and the physical work had
taken its toll on Rick’s body over the years,”
says Andi. “He’d already had multiple back
surgeries, so it was either change his lifestyle
or live with the consequences.”
They had bought a vacation home in
Boquete, Panama, back in 2008. “We’d
traveled all over Latin America but fell in
love with Panama” says Andi. “We saw this
two-bedroom, two-bathroom American-style
house in a quiet area in the hills on a coffee
plantation. When we returned home we kept
talking about it, and a few months later we
called the people and asked if it was still
for sale.” They worked out a deal with the
owner, a 75-year old Panamanian, and ended
up buying a parcel that included the house
and the coffee plantation for approximately
$160,000.
Andi, Rick, and their youngest son,
Cole, escaped to their tropical vacation home
a couple of times of a year, but they were
always left wanting more when they returned
to rainy Oregon.
Then, in 2014, when Rick’s doctor told
him to make a change, they started rethinking
their plan. “Winters in Oregon seemed to get
longer, colder, and greyer each year,” says
Andi. “We’d thought of the vacation home as
our retirement spot, but we wondered what
other opportunities there may be.”
Rick needed a change of lifestyle. But
he also needed to keep earning an income,
as an early retirement wasn’t yet feasible.
Fortunately, a solution was right under
his nose: their home in Panama had 1,100
coffee trees and plenty of land. While the
original owner farmed it as part of his larger
plantation, they had the option of taking
it over themselves. Located in a specialty
coffee region of Panama, it could be built
into a thriving success—enough to earn a
comfortable living.
Of course, there was one problem:
neither of them knew a thing about farming…
or coffee, for that matter. “I didn’t even drink

4

Andi Stutzman Bridge, her husband Rick Griffin, and their son Cole, discovered that by leasing out their coffee
trees individually they could create greater profit.

coffee when we started this,” says Andi.
But they had time to learn. As Cole was
entering middle school and they needed time
to sell their home in Oregon, they decided to
give themselves a two-year transition period.

To work in Panama,
we used the ‘Friendly
Nations Visa.’
In that time, Andi set about learning how
to roast coffee beans in her Oregon kitchen.
“I didn’t know whether it was good or not
because I wasn’t a coffee drinker. It took a
couple of years for me to develop my palate.”
They also began to save money for
startup capital and to cover living costs for a
couple of years while they grew the business.
“For two years, we cut all our non-necessary
expenses, like cable TV and going out to
dinners and movies, and we saved all of my
salary for our nest egg.”
To help with their transition, they
enlisted the aid of an immigration attorney
who helped them set up their new enterprise.
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They called their new coffee business Finca
Casanga (finca means farm and casanga is
the name of an indigenous species of blueheaded parrot).
“To work in Panama, we used the
‘Friendly Nations Visa,’ which requires that
we own a corporation. This is to prevent
people moving here and taking jobs from
Panamanians, and instead, encourage them to
start up businesses to hopefully give more job
opportunities to Panamanians,” says Andi.
“Our corporation and startup costs came
to about $12,000, which included our visa
fees, corporation permits, licenses, annual
dues, the attorney fees, the accountant fees,
and all the other little costs.”
In August 2016, they made the move and
shipped a 20-foot container full of household
goods.
Once in Panama, Andi switched her
focus from coffee roasting to learning about
growing, processing, and selling the coffee.
“We had coffee, but no buyers at first. So our
staffing was low, and we did most of the work
ourselves. We hired a couple of day laborers
twice a week to help. They charge $15 a day
to do unskilled, gardening type work.
“During the annual harvest, we pay

PASSION TO PROFIT
‘pickers’ (workers who migrate from farm
to farm as the coffee is ready to be picked).
These people get approximately $3 for
each five-gallon bucket they fill of coffee
cherries.” The coffee “cherries” (the term
used for unprocessed coffee beans) were then
processed at a local processing plant.
At the beginning, their sales were limited
to friends and family. Andi worked on
creating a website and used social media to
promote their coffee brand. However, it was
only after they started thinking about how to
create alternative incomes from their business
that Finca Casanga really started to blossom.

Offering More Than Just Coffee
As well as selling their coffee beans,
Andi and Rick have devised a number of
creative ways to profit from their coffee farm.
A few months into the coffee enterprise,
they began offering hands-on tours of the
coffee farm for $30 per adult. “One of the
day laborers also had a job as a tour guide
for another company. He offered to do coffee
tours here on the days he had off,” says Andi.
“The guests get to pick the beans, process
them, and put them on drying racks. Then
they take dry beans and get to use a pilon
(mortar and pestle) and learn how to finish
processing them the traditional way. At the
end, they get to roast a small batch to take
home with them.” This past season, they
averaged three tours per week.
Another innovative idea came from
their neighbor, Hector, who’d sold them the
farm. “Long before we thought about going
into the coffee business, Hector mentioned
that he’d considered renting out rows of
trees but never actually did it. That comment
stayed in the backs of our minds,” says Andi.
When they revisited the idea years later, they
added their own innovations to it. “Instead
of renting rows of trees, we decided to lease
individual trees and create a more interactive
experience. We added live-feed cameras,
called ‘coffee-cams,’ and personalized emails
that explain the entire process of coffee
growing and harvesting to the lease-holder
throughout the year. Then, at the end of the
season, we roast and ship their coffee to
them.”
During the first year, it was primarily
friends and family who leased trees to support
the coffee farm, and the couple learned a
lot during this period. “For example, we
put personalized signs on each tree, but we
learned that wooden signs don’t hold up well
(between puppies and weather), so now my
husband makes re-useable metal signs for
each tree.”

They also discovered that getting
affordable cameras to the trees was a
challenge and required burying the wires.
Another challenge they faced was being
outside of town where there is no fiber optic
cable and the internet wasn’t always stable.
However, by year two, they’ve ironed
out the kinks and people love the experience
of “virtual coffee farming.” They charge
$60 to $75 to lease a tree for the growing
season depending on where the coffee will
be shipped. “The lease ends at the end of
the harvest for the year,” says Andi. “They
get to see it harvested each week, they get to
know how much was harvested and watch the
entire process. Since, they get the beans on
the tree, it has to end when the tree is picked
for the last time. Generally, that is in January.
However, the ‘experience’ lasts a little longer,
since the beans then get processed, dried,
roasted, and shipped after all of that.

We lease individual
trees and give personal
updates on their
progress through email.
“It’s just as much fun for us as it is for
the recipients of these trees, and we love how
each tree represents a person’s story. For
example, there’s a grandmother who loves
coffee. She rarely uses the live-action camera,
but every two weeks she prints out the emails
with pictures of her tree and shows all her
neighbors.
“Then there’s the woman whose husband
gave her a tree as a gift and shortly after,
passed away. She said it was the gift that kept
on giving because the bi-monthly updates
helped her feel connected to her husband.
“It is fun to teach people about all
the steps and work with people that get so
excited. It makes all of the challenges worth
it.”
Another source of income came from the
20-foot container they used to transport their
belongings from the U.S. Converting it into a
simple studio-style apartment, they now have
an Airbnb listing on their property, which
they call the “coffee can.” They charge $35
a night in the slow season and $50 a night in
the high season, keeping it rented about 50%
of the time.

Overcoming the Challenges
Now that they’ve worked out a lot of

the initial issues, such as internet, cameras
(investing in a generator goes a long way),
and details like signage, Andi says that the
biggest hurdle is shipping.
“Just to get coffee bags or equipment
here is costly and requires third party freight
forwarders. There is no general mail delivery
and there are no street names or house
numbers like we are used to in the States. It
generally takes weeks for things to arrive.”
Exporting is also an adventure.
“Anything over one pound cannot go out of
the small post office in Boquete, which is
10 minutes away. We have to go to David, a
larger town 40 minutes away.”
Their tree-leasing system has also meant
that they’ve had to reconsider how they
process the coffee beans. The local processor
mixes the beans together rather than doing
small, separate batches, and so they’ve had to
take the process in-house. This begins with
picking the coffee cherries, “de-pulping”
them (separating the actual coffee bean and
washing them). Next, they dry them out for
one to two months. When dry, they’re “dehusked” (breaking up the exterior parchment
covering with a giant mortar and pestle).
Then, they use a fan to separate the outer
covering from the green coffee beans, and
finally they’re ready to roast.

Unbeatable Cost of Living
Andi says the benefits of living in and
running a business in Panama outweigh the
challenges.
Health insurance was $1,800 a month
back in Oregon, now it’s $1,800 a year for the
three of them, and it covers them anywhere
in the world. Doctor’s visits are only $12.
Six bags of fresh fruits and veggies at the
farmer’s market comes to just $10 a week.
The gas bill is $10 a month for cooking and
hot water. Electricity comes to $80 a month,
which includes what they use for the farm.
Plus, their son Cole is getting a top
education. “He goes to a private international
school that costs $190 a month. It’s bi-lingual
with four classes in English and four or five
in Spanish, with students from 46 different
countries. He loves it. He says the students
are nicer than in the U.S. There’s no bullying
of anyone.”
There’s no looking back for this family.
“We love the serenity of the farm,” says Andi.
“Every morning we wake up to the sounds of
the toucans and monkeys. It’s all worth it.”
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Beachfront Homeowner Taps Into
Mexico’s Local Tourism
Continued from page 1

development. “Half the village was for sale,”
recalls Gail. “Many of the houses had pieces
of paper with hand-written dollar signs stuck
in their windows.”

would camp on the beach. The market was
crying out for more tourist lodgings, and
Gail’s beachfront property was in the perfect
place. She decided to turn it into a resort.

visit, she often acts as a tour guide to nearby
petroglyphs or bird-watching sites. She and
Carmen, her manager, and now close friend,
are in constant communication.

Gail owned a nursery and organic
bedding plant farm in Bellingham,
Washington, but she also had experience
flipping houses—buying inexpensive fixeruppers and selling them for a profit after
doing them up. She was intrigued with the
low prices and tranquil location. She became
particularly captivated by a big oceanfront
lot, next to a beach access road, which had
the foundation and some walls of a house on
it. Before they left that day, she’d bought it.

It took her about four years to finish all
the construction: her own two-story house on
the hill, plus the original beachfront house
and two small casitas, each with it’s own
bathroom and kitchenette.

Gail takes care of answering all the
emails and Facebook messages, in both
English and Spanish, using templates she
made for the most common questions and
inquiries. She also manages the Facebook
page, posting photos and videos several times
a week, as well as any special deals. And she
maintains a website and TripAdvisor listing
too.

“Loretta thought I was absolutely insane,
and so did my children,” says Gail. “My idea
was to build myself a house to escape the
winters up north.” She went back to the States
to tie up some loose ends, and within the year
returned to her new property in Mexico.
“For the first six months, I camped on the
property in what was basically a construction
site, finishing the house that had been
started.” By this time, Gail had fallen in love
with the idea of living full-time in Mexico.
She took another trip to the States to sell
her house, visit family, and buy some tools,
and came back to Las Barras with renewed
energy.
But then came Semana Santa (Easter
week), and Gail discovered that the quiet
little village was actually a popular vacation
destination, with Mexicans arriving by the
busload.

“I thought of a name (La Rosa de Las
Barras), put up a simple sign, and hired a
local woman to be manager,” says Gail. “It
was totally word-of-mouth to start with.
When the next Semana Santa came around,
we made flyers and handed them out to
people, and I’d made a Facebook page and
a website. I would say 90% of our business
came from Mexicans.”
Having been an entrepreneur all her life,
she knew the basics of setting up her own
business. She found a notario, a lawyer who
has been certified as notary, who handles
all of her business’s legal and tax needs.
The notario (who has a much different role
than notaries in the U.S.) also helped her
change her immigration status from resident
to business owner, set up IMSS (like Social
Security in the U.S.) for her employees, and
now takes care of monthly and annual taxes
and keeping track of the resort’s money flow.

Next came summer, which saw even
more Mexicans from nearby cities vacation
in Barras de Piaxtla. By this time, Gail had
decided that she didn’t want to live in the
middle of noise and traffic—even if it was
only occasionally. But she didn’t want to
leave her little beachside paradise either. So,
she bought two small lots on top of a nearby
hill, with a fantastic 360-degree view, and
started building her own house there, away
from the hustle and bustle of the beach area.

Slowly but surely, Gail built her property
into a successful resort that attracts both
Mexicans and foreigners. La Rosa de Las
Barras now has six cabanas spread through a
maze of tropical gardens and sandy paths. In
one corner a hot tub nestles under a towering
red-flowered bougainvillea hedge; on the
beach side, hammocks swing lazily under
palapas. It also has its own restaurant and a
common area with barbecues and seating.
Restaurant La Rosa serves fresh lobster,
ceviche, and pizza—a local favorite—to
visitors who sit at tables in the sand or on the
second-floor terrace, where the view of the
beach and its red-and-white striped lighthouse
is postcard-perfect.

It also become clear what she could do
with the original property. Despite the influx
of people, there were few places in the village
that could accommodate visitors. Once the
small hotel in the village was full, locals
would rent out rooms in houses or people

The resort also offers massages and
other spa services, and a staff of six run
the restaurant and maintain the property. A
local handyman helps with maintenance,
although Gail still prefers to do a lot of the
repairs and remodeling herself. When expats
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“Mexicans love Facebook,” says
Gail. “My ‘major’ advertising is boosting
Facebook posts twice a month. Typically, I’ll
spend $10 for seven days, and at the end of
that time I’ll have 50 shares, thousands of
views, and 40 to 50 private messages asking
specific questions or booking a stay.”
Gail tracks the resort’s bookings
carefully and understands her clientele well.
“Mexicans come all year round, usually for
weekends and holiday weeks, like Easter and
Christmas, and the same families will come
each year at the same time.
“Expats and snowbirds also return
each year, but they are seasonal visitors.”
They also tend to opt for the “all-inclusive”
treatment, meaning Gail and her staff cook
all their meals or include some from the
restaurant on days that it’s open. “Tourists
who are first-time visitors will usually stay
for a week,” says Gail, “reserving way in
advance.
“People think this place is so much fun,
and that’s the most satisfying part,” says Gail.
“I enjoy creating an environment and having
people appreciate it.”
Gail makes a good living and still has
time for her other interests, such as her
organic farm, La Rosa Organicos, where
she grows produce for her restaurant and
also to sell at the weekly farmers’ market in
Mazatlán.
“I love my life in Mexico,” she says. “It
allows you to be who you really want to be,
and you have the freedom to do whatever you
want to do. That’s why I’m here”

COVER STORY

Chocolate: Rare, in Demand, and Creating
Earning Opportunities Today
Continued from page 1

cater to high-end tastes.
For expats, opportunities in the chocolate
business create an attractive proposition.
Whether it’s growing cocoa, processing the
beans, crafting and selling new forms of
chocolate confectionary, or giving tours or
workshops, each aspect of the industry offers
different rewards…and a great chance to
profit.
For expats Todd and Kathleen Atkins,
owning an artisan chocolate production
kitchen in Puerto Vallarta, Mexico, has been
incredibly rewarding. “I wasn’t creatively
challenged in my previous job,” says Todd,
who owned and managed a number of
Dunkin’ Donuts shops in Chicago. “Making
chocolate, I get to explore what it means to be
creative; painting chocolates and coming up
with new flavors.”
While living in Chicago, Kathleen and
Todd never imagined they’d be running a
chocolate business. When they took a trip
to Puerto Vallarta and immediately fell in
love with the town, they began to wonder if
they could find a way to live there. Although
they were close to being able to retire, they
weren’t quite there yet.
“I’d been reading International Living
for 12 years,” says Todd, “which is what led
us to check out Mexico. Although we had
a very comfortable lifestyle in Chicago, we
were feeling ready for a change of scenery.”
Strolling the streets of Puerto Vallarta
during their one-week visit in May 2016, they
entered a café and struck up a conversation
with a local couple. “When we mentioned
to them that we were looking for a place to
retire or buy a small business, the woman
told us about two businesses for sale: Lix, an
ice cream shop, and Xocodiva, a chocolate
kitchen,” says Kathleen.
The business opportunity really resonated
with them, as Kathleen had ventured into
Xocodiva (pronounced ‘choco-diva’)
multiple times to buy chocolate.
Despite not knowing anything about
making chocolate, they contacted the current
owners—a Canadian couple who were selling
their businesses because they were moving
back home—and negotiated a price.
Back in Chicago, Todd gave his business

Ruth Mahoney hires young chefs who have just graduated from culinary school in Ecuador to help create the
unique flavors of Amedeo Chocolate.

partner six months’ notice and started taking
classes at Chicago’s Chocolate Academy. In
December 2016 they made their permanent
move.

The business is thriving,
and we don’t have to
worry about finances.
Now their chocolate production kitchen
and shop are in full swing. Todd creates his
high-end chocolate goods in the back kitchen,
including truffles, slabs of chocolate with
almonds, individual ‘bites’ of chocolate as
gifts, sipping chocolate for hot chocolate
drinks, and chocolate in the design of a
Mayan god. And Kathleen came up with the
idea of adding a glass partition between the
kitchen and the shop front, so that customers
could see the chocolate making process while
they shopped.
Most of their sales are from commercial
customers. They sell to several hotels and
event planners in the area. Last February, they
produced 300 heart-shaped boxes filled with
five different truffles for a large Valentine’s
Day event at one of the major hotels. The rest
of their business comes from over the counter

sales to both expats and Mexicans, as well as
the crowds of visiting tourists during the high
season.
“Our income lets us live well here. We
can go out to eat whenever and wherever we
want,” says Todd. “The business is thriving,
and we can take comfort in knowing that
we don’t have to worry about finances when
we’re actually ready to retire.”

The Emerging Demand for Craft
Chocolate
Brian Horsley, who owns Marañón
Chocolate in Peru, explains why being in the
chocolate business right now is so lucrative:
“If you think of craft beer and how it’s
displacing the big industrial brands in North
America, it’s the exact same thing that’s
happening in chocolate.”
The shift can be equally attributed to
a new sophistication in taste, a growing
demand for ethically sourced products, and
a desire for authenticity in food. The health
benefits of dark chocolate has also played a
big factor, as consumers seek out chocolate
with higher cocoa content, and are now even
turning to organic and vegan chocolate rather
than their commercial counterparts.
Brian’s company processes and
wholesales a rare and sought-after species of
cocoa bean to the international market, and
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the recent fervor for craft chocolate has been
a major boon to business. Yet, it was a series
of coincidences that led him from corporate
project management to being a chocolate
guru in Peru.
Originally from San Diego, Brian is
only one of a couple of expats who live in
the regional capital of Cajamarca, located
about 350 miles north of the capital, Lima,
in the highlands of Peru. For four years,
Brian assisted a couple of local companies in
supplying the nearby Yanacocha gold mine
with everything from nuts and bolts, to paints
and lubricants. Soon after the contract was
completed, he found an opportunity to work
with a catering company that served the mine,
sourcing food products from the northern

Eight Steps to Chocolate
Perfection

Once you’ve sourced your cocoa beans you
can start the process of creating chocolate.
Here are the basic steps you need to take:
Harvesting: Ripe cocoa pods are harvested
twice a year. The pods are cut open and the
white pulp containing the cocoa beans is
scooped out.
Fermenting: The pods and pulp are placed
in large containers where the pulp is allowed
to ferment for five to seven days. This is the
first stage in developing the flavor of the
chocolate.
Drying: This is done by spreading the beans
out into single layer trays in the sun.
Roasting: This is usually the first step done
by the chocolate maker rather than the
farmer. The process can vary depending on
the chocolate maker, as this is a critical part
of developing the cocoa’s flavor.
Cracking and Winnowing: The beans
are cracked open and the shell is removed
during this process. The lighter shells are
blown away with fans, leaving behind pieces
of pure cocoa bean, known as “nibs.”
Grinding: The cocoa nibs are ground with
stone rollers until they become a paste
known as cocoa mass or cocoa liquor.
Tempering: The chocolate is cooled and
heated to form exactly the right kind of
crystals. The tempering machine will keep
the melted chocolate circulating at exactly
the right temperature, making the final step
easier.
Moulding: The final step in making a
finished chocolate bar is pouring it into a
mold and letting it set, before packaging and
distribution.
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part of the Cajamarca Region. It was while
looking for bananas in the Marañón Valley
that he made a discovery that changed the
course of his life.
“We were out in the banana field and
there were these other trees growing there
with these weird American football-shaped
fruit pods hanging off them that I had
never seen before. So, I asked one of the
farmers, ‘What is that?’ and he said, ‘That is
chocolate.’
“I was just a Hershey’s and Cadbury guy.
I had no concept that chocolate was actually
made from an agricultural product. It just
never registered with me. At that point, I had
no knowledge about chocolate at all, other
than I ate it from time to time.”
Brian had no way of knowing at the
time, but what he stumbled upon wasn’t just
a cocoa plant, it was a species of heirloom
cocoa plant called Pure Nacional, which
many believed to be near extinction for more
than 100 years. “We had stumbled onto an
entire population of heirloom that covered an
entire valley without knowing anything about
it. And so, we built a business around it.”
Brian’s plan was to buy the beans from
the local farmers, process the cocoa, and then
sell it to overseas buyers.
It took two years of experimenting to
learn how to process the rare species. After
several site visits by fermenting and drying
specialists, independent laboratory testing,
and 81 fermenting and drying trials, he
worked out the process and started Marañón
Chocolate.
Brian now rents property in Jaén, the
capital of the Jaén Province in the Cajamarca
Region of Peru, where his 13,000-square-foot
“plant” is located. Fermenting and drying
the beans is a mixture of art and science, and
Brian is hands-on throughout the process,
coaxing the maximum flavor and quality from
every harvest.
A handful of salaried managers watch
over all aspects of the operation from harvest
to drying. At any given time, he has 15 to
20 young employees working in the facility
assisting with the fermenting, drying, and
quality control. The average wage for these
workers is $15 per day, which is good for
rural Peru considering the benefit package
that all employees receive, including
healthcare coverage.
The small group of local farmers that
he started with has grown to more than 300,
and Brian pays them more than fair market
rate for their cocoa beans. Every couple of
weeks, the cocoa beans can be harvested.
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But because the farms are small and remote,
moving the beans can be a challenge. They
need to be transported first by foot, then
burro (donkey), then motorcycle, and finally
by an all-terrain vehicle.
Most of the cacao is harvested,
fermented, dried, packaged, and shipped to
Switzerland. There it is processed into fine
chocolate by a renowned Swiss chocolate
maker.

I have never met a
person who didn’t like
chocolate. Our market is
everyone.
“We don’t really make chocolate here
because the conditions are not really apt
for production. It’s too hot. And once you
make chocolate, you would need cold-chain
logistics all the way to your consumer and
that’s just cost prohibitive. The vast majority
of what we do is export dried beans out of the
country,” says Brian.
They do have some clients in Peru,
including the famous Peruvian chef, Gaston
Acurio. They also rent time in a chocolate
factory in Lima and make the chocolate in
Peru for a few other clients from time to time.
Marañón Chocolate offers seven products
for wholesale. Prices start at about $8 per
pound for raw cacao beans but decrease
quickly for larger quantities. Twenty-two
pounds of dark chocolate (68% cocoa) can be
purchased for $180.

The New Chocolate Lover Will
Pay More
As the rise of craft chocolate reflects
changing tastes among consumers, the trend
also reflects changing attitudes towards the
value of chocolate. Both Megan Giller, author
of Bean-to-Bar Chocolate: America’s Craft
Chocolate Revolution and Simran Sethi, who
wrote Bread, Wine, Chocolate: The Slow
Loss of Foods We Love, argue that chocolate
consumers are waking up to the fact that we
have historically paid too little for something
that is becoming scarcer each year. And that
paying $10 or more for a chocolate bar is
rightfully becoming the new norm.
For craft chocolate makers like Ruth
Mahoney and her husband Santiago, who live
in Cuenca, Ecuador, this new attitude means
that they always have fresh demand.

COVER STORY
The result of her efforts is a thriving
business just a few blocks from the central
plaza in Cuenca. Their customers can enjoy
chocolate truffles, international pastries, their
many varieties of chocolate, and local coffee
made from beans exclusively grown at high
altitude.
Currently, most of the product is sold
though the shop, but Ruth is also building
a following through her website, where
chocolate aficionados can order Amedeo
Chocolate from wherever they are in the
world.

At Ruth Mahoney’s shop in Cuenca she charges $140 for a bar of chocolate—
a price that chocolate lovers are happy to pay for a high-end, craft product.

As owners of Amedeo Chocolate, which
makes and sells high-end chocolate priced at
$14 a bar, they’ve taken little interest in the
mass market and don’t plan on selling their
chocolate in grocery stores.
“The market for Amedeo Chocolate
is found among the incredible number of
chocolate fanatics,” says Ruth. “They love
chocolate, and they go out of their way to
enjoy good chocolate. In fact, I have never
met a person who didn’t like chocolate. Our
market is everyone.”
Like Kathleen and Todd, living overseas
was the starting point for Ruth; chocolate was
just her excuse for staying: “We didn’t pick
chocolate; chocolate picked us.” Originally,
they moved to Cuenca to do missionary
work. However, after falling in the love with
the city, they decided they wanted to stay and
started looking for a way to fund their new
life.
A nurse for 20 years, Ruth says chocolate
is the perfect business. “There is no death and
dying in chocolate. It’s a lot less stress. We
decided to pursue something everybody liked,
something everybody could enjoy.”
A trained chocolatier, Ruth had a love
for chocolate long before moving overseas,
but in Ecuador, working with chocolate was
a natural choice, considering how important
cacao is there.
They now have their own chocolate shop,
as well as a facility for making their own
product.
Because Ruth wanted to have control
over the entire process, from start to
finish, getting set up took some time. They
negotiated prices with the farmers and

worked directly with the plantations. They
even went into the jungle to find the type
of cacao that she wanted to use and trained
the farmers in the early stages of chocolate
making. Finally, they found a location for
both the chocolate making facility and the
shop, and completed the legal process. “In
July 2017 we opened our factory, and in
January 2018 the shop opened,” she says.
Like Brian, Ruth feels that the secret
to good chocolate starts with the bean. “We
work primarily with the plantations that
have heirloom cacao. There are four certified
plantations in Ecuador and only 14 in the
world. We also work with some of the smaller
farmers who we know have heirloom cacao,
but they haven’t been certified.
“We have a unique and special
relationship with the farmers,” she says. “We
wanted to give back to a country that has
given us unique and special experiences. It’s
allowed us to work directly with farmers and
provide them with a better wage, because,
generally, they don’t really earn any more
for an heirloom variety than they do for a
modified variant.”

Though Ruth enjoys being involved in
every aspect of chocolate production, there
are also plenty of ways to cut out much of
the difficult work of processing the beans and
creating the chocolate. In Puerto Vallarta,
Todd and Kathleen keep their chocolate
business as simple as possible by outsourcing
much of the work.
“We get the cacao beans from Mexico,”
says Kathleen. “They’re then shipped to
Belgium to get processed into creamy, refined
chocolate. The chocolate is then shipped to
our production kitchen, where Todd works
his magic to create bars, truffles, and Belgian
chocolate-covered frozen bananas.”
They also enjoy the seasonality of living
in a tourist town, which works out well for
the business. Due to the summer’s high
humidity, tourism slows down. And because
working with chocolate requires regulated
temperatures, Todd is happy to take a break
those months.
“We love the busy season,” says
Kathleen. “That’s when we make all our
money. But we also welcome the off-season,
which gives us a needed break from our busy
days. Todd and I get to see more of each
other. We head to the beach with our dogs and
take classes to brush up on our Spanish.
“We’re able to make a very comfortable
living here. Our businesses have allowed us
to sustain our same lifestyle as in Chicago,
only without the freezing winters.”

Where Can You Learn How to Make Chocolate?

There are many culinary schools offering professional chocolate programs, as well as shorter
specialized classes, around the world. You can study under some of the best chocolateries in
the world in chocolate Meccas like Switzerland, France, or Belgium, or check with your local
chocolate maker and see if they host workshops.
One of the most prolific chocolate schools in the world is the The Chocolate Academy, which has
locations across North America, Latin America, Europe, and Asia. Ruth Mahoney studies at the
The Chocolate Academy in Chicago. You can find their full list of locations here.
There are also online options available, such as Ecolechocolat, if you want to learn from the
comfort of your own home.
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Varied Opportunities in Online Coaching:
Sell Your Expertise and Travel the World
By Luis Congdon

A

program in becoming a podcast coach, but it’s
something I can confidently offer since I’ve
helped thousands of podcasters over the last
seven years.

On our travels through Southeast Asia we
had met numerous digital nomads working as
life coaches, and this inspired us to reconsider
our own life trajectory.

However, keep in mind that learning to
be a coach is more than just being an expert.
It also involves learning how to communicate
effectively and create coaching packages.
Getting certification will help you master
these aspects of coaching.

few years ago, sipping freshly
squeezed tropical juices on a beach
in Bali, my wife, Kamala, and I
wondered what it would be like to extend our
vacation indefinitely, and never go back to
our jobs in the States.

Life coaching had everything we were
looking for: the freedom to work from
anywhere, the ability to use skills we already
had, and the chance to create our own
schedules so that work would never again get
in the way of a daily massage, or any other of
life’s pleasures.
Life coaching is a relatively new
profession, but it is quickly making its mark.
A 2016 survey conducted by the International
Coach Federation found that there were over
53,000 life coaches globally, earning an
average income of $51,000.
It didn’t take us long to take the plunge.
Kamala is now a health coach, and I am
a relationship coach, as well as a podcast
coach. The great thing about life coaching
is that it can take many forms, covering
everything from business coaching and
money coaching, to wellness coaching and
dating coaching (and even divorce coaching).
Which kind of coaching you want to do is up
to you, and the skillset you can offer.

Getting Qualified as a Life Coach
You can be a coach in any subject if
you’ve taken enough seminars or courses,
have a degree, or even if you’ve just had
some hard-earned life lessons. Having official
certifications isn’t essential. But in order to
best support your clients, I do recommend
you seek out credentials.
There are a wide variety of coaching
certifications you can get depending on your
area of interest. Through the International
Coaching Federation (ICF) you can find
an incredible array of accredited coaching
programs across a wide range of fields.
If you already have proven success in a
particular area, then you can choose to forgo
coaching certification. For example, I offer
podcast coaching. There is no certification
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Create an Online Presence
The beauty of online coaching is that
you can do it from anywhere. But whether
you’re in Florida or Kathmandu, if you want
to attract clients, they’ll need to be able to
find you. This means setting up a website
that explains the services you offer and gives
people a way to contact you. You can do so
simply using any number of free services,
such as Wordpress or Wix.
Keep in mind that it’s always better to
show people what you do than to simply
tell them what you do. Adding a blog or
uploading a podcast to your website is a great
way for you to showcase your experience.
When creating blog or podcast posts,
think about the most common issues people
in your niche are likely to Google when
they’re looking for support. Creating blog
posts that answer commonly asked questions
in your niche will help drive traffic to your
site and establish you as someone who is
knowledgeable in your field. As a health
coach, Kamala answered questions such
as, “Can health coaching help heal chronic
illnesses?” Or “How to lose weight and have
more energy?”

services you can use. While traveling through
Bali, I found Skype to be the most useful.
Just about everyone knows how to download
Skype and make calls with it, thus making it
easy to “meet” clients.
Your payments can easily be processed
remotely using services such as Stripe or
PayPal.

Get Positive Reviews
If you had started a coaching business 20
years ago, personal word-of-mouth referrals
might have been the best way for you to get
clients. However, things have changed a lot
since then. As a matter of fact, a study has
found that 97% of consumers searched online
for services in 2017, and 85% of consumers
trust online reviews as much as personal
recommendations.
Even if you’re new to coaching, having
reviews can help you get business quickly.
With sites like Yelp and Google Reviews,
it’s easy to get reviews and start bringing in
clients organically.
My online reviews through Yelp have
been the best asset to getting relationship
coaching clients, and they don’t cost me a
thing. Those words of praise turn into social
proof that help people trust me enough to
become clients.
If you haven’t ever had any official
clients, but you’ve helped friends and peers
get results in your niche, I suggest you ask
them for reviews. They don’t need to be
clients to give a genuine recommendation.

From your website you also need to
make it easy for people to contact you.
Provide an email or a Google Voice number
people can call or text—the number is free to
use and works anywhere in the world.

Once you’ve attracted clients, the next
step is to retain them. The best way to do this
is to incentivize them to sign up to multiple
sessions instead of just a one-off. Offering
a high-value enrollment package can turn
customer leads into long-term clients, which
will create a more consistent income for you,
and lasting results for your clients.

No matter how much content you put out,
people will want to ask you questions. Being
easy to email makes you approachable and
gets the ball rolling so they can hire you and
become clients. Once they’re on board, most
of your communication will be through video
chats, or whatever method of communication
your client feels most comfortable with.
Nowadays there are many free video chat

Being a coach and traveling the world
has been one of the most amazing decisions I
made in my life, and it’s something that you
can do too…if you just allow yourself to get
started.
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Like a gym that offers classes for a lower
price if you buy them in bulk or become a
member, the value proposition is simple: buy
more and you get a better deal.

CLASSIFIEDS
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

Life is Great!

Overseas living is so much more enjoyable when you can have the
stock market fund your passions!

Greetings, my name is Hugh. What started out quite by accident, I
now teach others around the world how to make serious money on
the stock market.
Learn to trade SPY options using our proven, reliable method
for stunning daily gains. SPY is the most liquid, diversified fund,
tracking the top 500 stocks on the NYSE.
For that reason, we can trade both safely and profitably using our
simple, yet highly profitable system. Imagine learning a skill you
can use for life! Nothing is so liberating!
Free yourself of financial chains. Become a consistent, confident
trader, working from anywhere, anytime.
We teach you how, on your terms!
One stunning stock, one simple strategy, one hour a day!
Free e-book: ‘Kick Ass SPY Options with Trader Hugh’.

www.daytradespy.com
www.daytradespy.com

SERVICES

Your guide to money-makingCLASSIFIEDS
opportunities worldwide
PROPERTY FOR SALE

US GLOBAL MAIL: Get/Keep a USA
street address and access your US mail and
shopping anywhere in the world. See images
of your mail and packages via a secure Virtual
Mailbox. Services include letter scanning,
free check deposit, repacking multiple boxes
and items into one, savings of 50-70%
over retail international shipping rates and
discarding junk mail. Shop and maintain your
US lifestyle- get medications, specialty food/
clothing items, social security checks etc.
just like you were living in the US. Plans as
low as $10/month. Served over 80,000 expats
worldwide. Since 1990. A+BBB rating. Use
coupon: Internationalliving to get 1 month
FREE service. Sign up:
www.usglobalmail.com/registerwinery

House and land for sale on River Suir,
Cheekpoint, Co. Waterford, Ireland. It’s a
renovation project for a boating enthusiast.
You can travel downstream past Dunmore
East and out to sea, or upstream to Waterford,
Ireland’s oldest city. Travel upstream to the
Barrow River and onto the Grand Canal
connecting with the River Shannon and its
loughs... or further North to the River Erne.
It’s a rare opportunity to buy a piece of history
and satisfy a sailing/fishing passion.

PROPERTY FOR RENT/
TRADE/TIME-SHARE

– Candidasa Bali

Enjoy a relaxing getaway at Chateau
de Courtomer in the Normandy
countryside of France!

Fishing Retreat for sale

For full details click here

Leasehold Sale

Candidasa Bali is a traditional Balinese village
and resort town in Eastern Bali, 90 mins from
Denpasar airport.
Popular for snorkelling, sightseeing, culture
and relaxing. Tropical weather and great
restaurants with Balinese and Western
influence.
Beautiful 2280 Sq/M property with 4 Sumatra
style villas (1 sold), 10 mtr turtle shaped
pool, exquisite gardens, office/storage.
Started building 2008, renovated 2015 and
commenced business as Kura Kura Villas 2015
with 6 permanent staff. 20 years left on lease
with option for 30 more. 150 metres to beach,
4-minute walk to shops and restaurants.
Price $550,000

Moving to Cuenca or Ecuador?

Then keep track of what is happening there
with The Cuenca Dispatch, Ecuador's ONLY
English-language newspaper.
With on-the-ground reporters and
photographers, we cover the issues most
important to expatriates.
To subscribe today, visit http://www.
TheCuencaDispatch.com to get your
subscription for $4.99/month or $42.00/year!

This 400-year-old luxurious, private venue is
perfect for family getaways, business meetings,
weddings and other special events.
We are now accepting bookings for 2018.
A one-week rental costs 6500 Euros + a 375
Euro cleaning fee for up to 15 people.
Special IL Subscriber Price: 5450 Euros per
week + 375 Euro cleaning fee for up to 15
guests. Additional accommodations available.
Contact us today to secure your booking or
to plan your special event. Our team is also
available to help you organize special trips
to the Normandy beaches, Paris and other
wonderful points of interest throughout France.
Email: info@chateaudecourtomer.com.
Phone: +33 6 49 12 87 98
Web: www.chateaudecourtomer.com

Contact@kurakuravillas.com

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING RATES

$1.75 per word. Boldface or ALL CAPITAL words an
additional $0.25 per word.To include a box around the
advertisement is an additional $10. Picture $75.Incomes
Abroad subscribers receive a 20% discount. Deadline
is six weeks preceding publication. Prepayment must
accompany every classified ad.To place a classified ad
please contact advertising@internationalliving.com.
All listings are accepted on a first-come, firstserved basis. International Living reserves the
right to disqualify any listings it deems unsuitable.
International Living does not endorse these
organizations or their respective products, services
and programs. In addition, International Living shall
not be responsible for any and all liability, including
negligence, that may arise from a member’s use of
the advertisements. “Caveat Emptor” applies—let
the buyer beware.
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Medellín: Easy Living , and the
Perfect Base for Portable Earning
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Since moving to the thriving city of Medellín, Colombia in
May 2012, IL Correspondent Nancy Kiernan has witnessed
a dramatic increase in both the influx of digital nomads and
places to accommodate them.

For details go here.

Nicknamed the “City of Eternal Spring,” Medellín offers
nomads a vibrant culture, a thriving economy, and a great
quality of life, as well as a developed infrastructure for
earning remotely.
“Only a couple of years ago the digital nomad scene was just
a few ‘20-somethings’ with laptops in hand, hanging out at a
hostel,” says Nancy. “Nowadays it is growing by leaps and
bounds and has even many remote workers from the baby
boomer generation.”
What makes Medellín stand out is the number of facilities
available for people who want to use the city as their workingbase while they explore Latin American. “At present count
there are at least 20 co-working spaces scattered around the
city of Medellin,” says Nancy. “Or if you prefer the more
relaxed café atmosphere, there are dozens of coffee shops
with free WiFi and amazing Colombian coffee. You can spend
hours working on your laptop without being rushed out. Hija
Mía, Pergamino, and Café Velvet are just a few of the more
popular spots.”
If you’d prefer to make your trip even easier, you can
use Unsettled and Embark Together to plan your trip for
you. These companies are dedicated to creating tailored
experiences for digital nomads, mixing travel and exploration
with the facilities you need to work as you go. Each of these
organizations bring 25-30 people to Medellín for a month
at a time, so it’s a great way to test the waters and see if the
life works for you.
nomadic
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Create a Go-Anywhere Income
in Just 48 Hours
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As an Incomes Abroad reader, you know what kind of benefi
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The issue for many baby boomers is not knowing how to
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they
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the first step, and not knowing what
do even if they did long for a portable option. That’s where
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your portable incomes expert Winton Churchill comes in.
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This event will have limited availability, so if you’re planni
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on moving overseas soon,
reserve your seat quickly before they’ve all been claimed.
When you book now, you also save $450, so there is double
the incentive. Go here for all the details.
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